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Disclaimer.
The information set forth in this White Paper may not be exhaustive and does not  
imply any elements of a contractual relationship. The content of this White Paper  
is not binding for Immersion Blockchain Solutions Limited (“DAR Company” or 

“DAR”) and its affiliates and DAR reserves the right to change, modify, add, or remove  
portions of this White Paper for any reason at any time before, during and after the sale of DAR 
tokens by posting the amended White Paper on the website.

This White Paper does not constitute an investment, legal, tax, regulatory, financial, accounting 
or other advice, and this White Paper is not intended to provide the sole basis for any evaluation 
of a transaction on acquiring of the DAR tokens. Prior to acquiring the DAR tokens, a prospec-
tive purchaser should consult with his/her own legal, investment, tax, accounting, and other ad-
visors to determine the potential benefits, burdens, and other consequences of such transaction.  
Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicita-
tion for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to 
buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is 
not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which prohibits or in any manner restricts 
transactions in respect of, or with use of, digital tokens. The DAR token is not a digital currency, 
security, commodity, or any other kind of financia Instrument and has not been registered under 
the Securities Act of 1933, the securities laws of any state of the United States of America or the 
securities laws of any other country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which  
a potential token holder is a resident.

The DAR tokens are not being offered or distributed to, as well as can not be resold or otherwise 
alienated by their holders to, citizens of, natural and legal persons, having their habitual residence, 
location or their seat of incorporation in the country or territory where transactions with digital to-
kens are prohibited or in any manner restricted by applicable laws or regulations. If such restricted 
person purchases the DAR tokens, such restricted person has done so on an unlawful, unautho-
rized and fraudulent basis and in this regard shall bear negative consequences.

DAR neither offers or distributes the DAR tokens nor carries on a business (activity) in any regulat-
ed activity in Singapore, in People’s Republic of China or in other countries and territories where 
transactions in respect of, or with use of, digital tokens fall under the restrictive regulations or 
require from DARto be registered or licensed with any applicable governmental authorities. Each 
purchaser of the DAR tokens is reminded that this White Paper has been presented to him/her on 
the basis that he/she is a person into whose attention the document may be lawfully presented in 
accordance with the laws of the purchaser’s jurisdiction. It is the responsibility of each potential 
purchaser of the DAR tokens to determine if the purchaser can legally purchase the DAR tokens in 
the purchaser’s jurisdiction and whether the purchaser can then resell the DAR tokens to another 
purchaser in any given jurisdiction. Certain statements, estimates and financial information con-
tained in this White Paper constitute forward-looking statements or information.

Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown risks and uncertain-
ties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results 
implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements or information. The English language 
White Paper is the primary official source of information about the project. The information con-
tained in English language White Paper may from time to time be translated into other languages. 
In the course of such translation some of the information contained in the English language White 
Paper may be lost, corrupted or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications 
cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations 
and the official English language White Paper, the provisions of the English language original doc-
ument shall prevail.
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DenAR
a marketing and communication 
platform based on AR technology.

DenAR is a marketing and communication platform based on Augmented 

Reality (AR) and geolocation technologies. 

DenAR provides an easy way for businesses to promote their products 

through engaging AR games and experiences.

It delivers a set of tools that allows businesses to quickly create their own 

custom, interactive AR content and place it anywhere in the world. 

The users can activate available AR experiences by finding them in real 

life locations, and win rewards by playing various games and challenges. 
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Action rewards: 
For visiting an active location and activating an  

AR experience

Games rewards: 
For playing mini-games, earning achievements 

and beating highscores 

The rewards will be divided 
into two categories:

DenAR 
reward system.

Community members can earn awards by visiting active locations and 

by interacting with available AR games and experiences. 

They will be rewarded with DenARs as well as with various discounts and 

special offers from businesses that run DenAR campaigns in that area. 

DenAR will offer a member minting system, allowing for mining DenAR 

through completing activities within the system. 
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DenAR 
minting system.

will attract people to use the application by providing a way to get  

denAR coins for specific task and activities done in the real world with 

use or AR technology. This presented ecosystem will be an improve-

ment to Ethereum blockchain where all will be saved in the ERC-20  

token contract. 

A minting support system will attract people to interact with the AR 

event or play a minigame, but it will also stimulate the demand for the 

denAR cryptocurrency. To start an AR event, a brand will have to set  

a budget which will be paid in denARs. To start such a marketing cam-

paign, a particular business will have to buy DenARs.
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AR campaign case.

A brand wants to launch an AR campaign in several locations.

First, it designs the campaign, choosing from available AR avatars, games, experiences 

and selects rewards. Next, the brand selects the areas where it wants the campaign 

to be active and visible to DenAR app users.  An algorithm based on several factors, 

such as area popularity, number of active visitors, average past engagement, selected 

experiences and duration evaluates the campaign cost (for example – 100 DenARs).  

After the campaign is set, it becomes visible on the map and in AR to any DenAR app 

user in the active area. 
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DenMap.
A map of AR experiences 
available in the chosen area 

A map of DenAR campaigns and experiences 

available in your area.  

Using geolocation, the map displays commercial 

and user generated AR experiences available in 

the area.

The map allows the user to filter available expe-

riences by types, prizes, ratings and popularity 

as well as it guides him or her to the destination.

The map also displays the top rated and most popular locations, results 

and records of mini games along with the profile of the current champion.

The map is divided into public regions, where users can bid for the pres-

ence of their AR objects. The map displays the current bid value for in-

dividual regions and counts down the time until the next bidding starts.
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Animated characters

Special effects

Portals

3D models

Mini-games

Crates and chests with prizes

Functional objects (screens with videos, sound emitters) 

DenSMITH.
A tool for creating custom, 
geolocated AR experiences

DenAR users can use DenSmith to create their own custom AR cam-

paigns. The user can choose from a selection of:
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AR characters and objects can be customised visually and given various 

interactive features and behaviours. 

Along with the object creator there are tools for creating content  

- uploading movies, creating panoramas 360 or in the future, scanning 

3D interiors (photogrammetrically) and exporting them to models.

Objects in the platform will be divided  
into several types:

basic
available in DenAR app library

sponsored
made in partnership with brands. Some 

brands might offer their branded AR 

experiences available for other businesses

dedicated
made to order by DenAR team or a third 

party developer

social
created by DenAR’s users, offered on the DenAR 

marketplace for DenAR tokens or standard currency
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DenSMITH.
There are many various types of AR 
experiences that can be created 
with DenSmith:

A 3D AR Avatar of a chef, promoting a local restaurant 
through games and prizes

A herd of dinosaurs that guides users to a nearby museum

A portal that teleports users to a promoted apartment

A virtual TV screen with a movie trailer 

A plane writing promotional text on the sky 

A giant robot walking around the city
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DenAR Mini games 
Single and multiplayer games and contests 

Mini-game

Mini-game

Mini-game

Mini games can take the form of multiplayer rivalry. The administrator 

can organize a mini-tournament in which anyone who at a certain time 

will be near the AR experience can participate.

hit the ball into the basket located above 

the entrance to the sports store

find all the golden eggs hidden in  

the supermarket

defeat the boss by controlling your own 

avatar in the game with a form reminis-

cent of Street Fighter
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Business case  
How business can use denar? 

A business user of the application has a choice of 

a number of promotional mechanisms that can be 

combined with the AR experience that he places. 

Experiences can be placed both in the immediate  

vicinity of business and in other places.

A business user can determine the duration of the 

experiment, its range (paying extra with increasing)

The most attractive places (with the largest number 

of nearby active users) are being auctioned. It will 

also be possible to adjust the display of the material 

to the profile of the passing user.

In this area there is a place for a unique technology 

that distinguishes our platform - we can create in the 

cloud a database of images of direct neighborhoods 

of businesses (eg websites) provided to us by users. 

Thanks to this, we will have a database of markers en-

abling more accurate location of AR objects in space.

In combination with the models provided by  

Google Maps, we will be able to change the appear-

ance of entire streets and buildings.
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DenAR 
consumer 
and social App 
Social and consumer usage  

Users can place their own non-commercial AR experi-

ences on the map, signed with their nickmanes. They 

can customize their experience and then place it for 

some amount of DenArs which will be determined by 

the duration of placing and the area of users choice. 

Users can bid between themselves about whose  

object will be visible in a given region.

The users can play minigames in a multiplayer mode. 

They can place their tokens at stake and play for it 

between themselves.  

DenAR will consist of a system of taking photos or 

recording videos and then uploading it to any social 

media of their choose.   
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DenAR lanterns.
To stimulate an ecosystem and miners community denAR platform 

will provide denAR lanterns which will be set in differentl ocations.  

Lanterns will be provided by our algorythm and will allow people to 

mine between 0.1 to 10 DARs
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Watch it live!
Click below to see the working 
prototyping of the product!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0M-YDu9-xk
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Utility token!

DAR is a modern utility token based on Ethereum blockchain ERC-20 

protocol. The utilization strategy of the token will be connected with  

a developed platform. Our platform will accept DAR as a payment metod 

within the system. Denar platform will set the price of a token inside 

the system at the day of platform start and the price will be adjusted if 

the valuation of the cryptocurrency will go above the provided minimal 

price. So when the token price will grow exchanges than services inside 

the system will be adjusted to the current pricing. For example if event 

placement cost 1000 DAR at starts, when price of the DAR will grow 10 

times that the price for event placement will drop to 100 DARs.
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Why to adopt DAR?
We will build a platform that will be introduced to public building  

a high demand on the market for limited number of DARs. By  

adopting the DAR token you will be able to profit based on two major  

utlization strategies:

Exchanges

Application

Our token will be offered in major exchanges on 

the market and a high demend build within the 

ecosystem will take the valuation of the currency 

to the moon.

You will be able to spend your DARs inside the 

application for specified actions.
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Brought to you by

The leading AR/VR company
selected by big brands
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immersion.
Immersion is Europe’s leading software 
studio witha track record of successful 
projects and bright prospects for fur-
ther rapid growth.

Based in Warsaw, Poland, Immersion delivers cutting-edge software solu-

tions for two of the fastest growing technological markets – Virtual and 
Augmented Reality (VR/AR). Closely partnered with the largest hardware  

providers, Immersion is providing b2b and b2c VR and AR applications 

for all major platofrms.
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immersion.
specialises in two technologies:

Virtual Reality (VR)

Augmented Reality (AR)

A computer-generated 3D environment that sur-

rounds a user and responds to that individual’s  

actions in a natural way, usually through immersive 

head-mounted displays and head tracking.

An integration of digital information with the user’s 

environment in real time. Unlike virtual reality, which 

creates a totally artificial environment, augmented 

reality uses the existing environment and overlays 

new information on top of it.
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Since 2014 immersion developed over 
60 projects for clients from all over the world.

Education
Immersion develops educational and training VR/AR aplications for business-
es and institutions. Immersion education project include a set of VR apps  
for Washington’s Newseum, a virtual history of Warsaw, Pompeii Experience  
fo Samsung and more.

Real Estate
Immersion pioneered the use of VR in real estate industry, developing  
some of the first VR presentations of large real estate investment. Real 
estate projects developed by Immersion include some of the largest  
commercial and retail investmens in Europe, made for clients such as  
Ghelamco, Echo Investment, Buyguess Immobilier.

Marketing & PR
Immersion designed and developed mulitple VR and AR application for market-
ing purposes in form of experiences and branded games, for clients such as HBO 
(Game of Thrones), T-Mobile, Coca Cola, Samsung, HTC, Mattel.

Medical
Immersion delivered multiple specialised VR projects for pharmaceutical giants 
such as Bayer, Merck, Merz, Ascensia. Immersion VR application were developed 
in cooperation with medical specialists and are being used in training, market-
ing and PR in multiple markets. 
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Self-published Titles.

With the VR/AR consumer market appearing in 2016 

and exploding in late 2017, Immersion now develops 

and publishes its own products, indepentently or in 

revenue share partnership with owners of strong IP. 

lmmersion·s experienced team and a set of unique 

platforms and technologies, allows for quick devel-

opment of advanced, scalable products. 

Immersion has a pipeline of 9 different AR and VR 
titles to be released in Ql and Q2 2018. 
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TrueScale PRO

The Ancients AR

Vivarium

TrueScale harnesses the power of room-scale VR for an 

easy and comprehensive design experience. The app 

is a groundbreaking interior design tool that simulta-

neously creates 2D floor plans, 3D mockups, and full 

room-scale environments in #VR.

One of the largest AR projects in production. The An-

cients AR is the first real time strategy game designed 

for AR compatible mobile devices.

Developed together with renowned painter Jakub 

Rozalski (Kong Island, Scythe, Iron Harvest), the 

game will give the player an opportunity to lead  

a fantastic army of humans, giants and monsters. 

First revenue-shared project developed in partner-

ship with Discovery Communications, VIVARIUM will 

be an AR database of most interesting  animal species in  

history – both extinct and alive.
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Tasty Brains

The Unabomber AR

AR Garden

Tasty Brains is an free to play AR game in which 

the player commands an army of space zom-

bies. His goal is to infect the whole population with  

a deadly virus – and capture their brains.  The game 

is designed to work with AR compatible and standard 

mobile devices. 

The Unabomber AR is a first revenue share project  

developed in partnership with Newseum.
The app will use content from recently released  

Unabomber VR project, creating an AR experience in 

which the user has to identify and arrest the infamous 

terrorist Ted Kaczynski.

GardenAR is a Augmented Reality garden design tool. 

The app allows for placing objects, such as plants 

and furniture in a real garden space viewed through  

a smartphone or a tablet camera. 
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Market.
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Reality is changing.
In the past 90 days Q4 2017

Apple

introduced AR to 500M devices 

and annouced an AR headset 

 for 2019

Facebook

introduced AR to 2B users 
through Camera Effects platform

Nvidia

predicted 50 million VR 
headsets to be sold by 2021

Google

introduced AR to 500M devices 

and annouced an AR headset 

 for 2019

Amazon

annouced AR cloud and VR/AR 
development platform

Magic Leap

an AR startup with $ 2B 

funding from Google and Alibaba 

revealed their AR headset
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AR and VR
are the fastes-growing
consumer technologies.

While VR is experiencing dynamic growth, AR recently exploded when 

500 mln Apple mobile devices became AR compatible with iOS update.

With Google adding AR compatibilty to Android phones, the total num-

ber of combined AR and VR compatible devices will reach 2B in 2020.
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The evolution
of Reality Technologies

2013–2014
Early PC Based VR

2013–2014
Early PC Based VR

2013–2014
Early PC Based VR

2013–2014
Early PC Based VR

Companies involved:

Companies involved:

Companies involved:

Companies involved:

Everyone
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Mixed Reality
an ability to augment (AR) or replace (VR) visible reality with inter-

active 3D environments is becoming an everyday technology, that is 

already becoming available to billions of smartphone users.
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Growing demand
for content.
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Team.
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The team.

Piotr Baczyński    

Founder and CEO of Immersion
Co – Founder of DenAR
 

Bartosz Rosłoński  

Board Member and Head of Agency at Immersion
Co – Founder of DenAR 
 

Michał Jarecki

CFO at  Immersion 
 

Responsible for strategy and business 
development. 

10 years’ experience in creative marketing proj-
ects, building  websites, games and applications.

Developing expertise in VR and AR since 2013. 
Named in „Top 50 Most creative in business” 
ranking by Brief marketing magazine. 

Created marketing strategies and app concepts 
for companies such as Microsoft, Facebook, 
Samsung, Coca-Cola and HBO.

Leads the agency division. 

Responsible for sales and agency 
projects management. 

Experienced project manager 
and video producer. 

Managed production of TV ads for companies 
such as Unilever, BAT, Coca-Cola. Successfully 
delivered over 30 VR and AR projects. 

Responsible for Company’s finances, 
designing product business models and 
partnership deals. 

Senior financial officer with 15 years’ expe-
rience on executive positions in financial 
institutions. 

Experienced in managing finances of compa-
nies at early stages. 

Former CFO of Polbank - one of the most suc-
cessful greenfield retail bank launched in  
Poland. Completed sale of the bank for 0,7B EUR.

About

About

About

And 30+ development team 
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Paul Jastrzębski   

Developer Relations at 

Oculus VR 

 
Business Development at NVIDIA Corporation

 

Thomas Klodowski  

Managing Director at 
Stewart International 

 
Finance Director at Marriot Hotels & Resorts 

 

Jeffery Grady    

CEO at 
Bull Run Advisors

 
Chariman of the Supervisory Board at Trimo Slovenia 

 

Past experience: Past experience:

Past experience:

Advisors.

Wojciech Andrzejewski     

Director at  
WJA Investments Ltd.

 
CEO at P.R.E.S.C.O Group S.A 

 

Past experience:
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Magnus Jern   

Advisor and Head of Innovation at  DMI 
Chariman at TAPP Water S.L.  
 

CEO and Founder at Golden Gekko (A DMI company) 

Senior Manager at Vodafone 
 

Mariusz Jarzebowski   

founder & owner at 

Mariusz Jarzębowski

 
Competitive strategy and new business specialist at Microsoft

Project Manager at NeXT

Project Manager at Computer Associate 

 

David Putts     

Managing Director at 

Billon 

 
Founding CEO at Equa Bank

Regional Head of Personal Financial Services at HSBC 

COO at Barclays Bank 

Associate Principal at McKinsey and Company 

 

Bogusław Kułakowski  

Advisor at 

T-Mobile Poland  

 
Managing Director Raiffeisen Bank Poland 

Country Manager at Qualcomm 

CEO at mPay International Ltd. 

CTO at ITI Group 

Supervisory Board Member at Onet.pl SA 

CEO at T-Mobile 

 

Past experience:

Past experience:

Past experience:

Past experience:
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Piotr Danelski    

Private investor and 

Blockchain Entrepreneur  

 
Co-Founder Tokensgate Ltd. 

Managing Partner at Noor.vc

 

Past experience:

Simon Piekarz   

Co-Founder at 

Smablo   

 
Co- Founder at Smablo 

CTO at Moozicore Inc. 

Co-Founder at Tokensgate Ltd. 

Co-Founder at Blockchains House

 

Past experience:
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Economy.
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1.000.000.000
The total supply of 
the token.
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Token economy.
The allocation of DAR token

All tokens that will not be sold at ICO will be moved to reserve

60%

10%

18%

30%

12%

3%

10%

4%

11%

ICO

Private

pre-ICO

ICO

Founders

Development Team

Advisors

Bounty

Reserves
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Token sale.
Our public offer of DAR token

Token PRE-SALE
180 000 000 on sale 

Token SALE
320 000 000 on sale 

Start Date: To be announced 

End Date: To be announced 

Minimum Investment Amount: 0,02 ETH 

Soft Cap: 2 500 ETH  

Hard Cap: 6 000 ETH 

week 1

week 1

week 2

week 2

week 3

week 3

week 4

week 4

30 000 DAR for 1 ETH 

 4 000 DAR for 1 ETH 

25 500 DAR for 1 ETH 

3 500 DAR for 1 ETH 

22 500 DAR for 1 ETH 

3 000 DAR for 1 ETH 

20 000 DAR for 1 ETH 

2 500 DAR for 1 ETH 

Start Date: To be announced  

End Date: To be announced  

Minimum Investment Amount: 0,05 ETH 

Soft Cap: 40 000 ETH  

Hard Cap: 80 000 ETH 

denAR will also offer 700,000,000 DAR tokens in a private sale that will 

take place before pre-sale/pre-ico.
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Development plan A

Marketing costs

Cost of Administration

Maintaince costs

Other costs

Reserves

50%

37%

10%

1%

1%

1%

Funds distribution.

Our resources usage

Most of the money we will acquire through the ICO process we want to 

use for development and marketing purpose to make our technology 

quite successful
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Development plan.
What is our development strategy 
for a pre-ico/pre-sale phase.

User interface design

mechanism for running AR animations and games

3 mini AR games

75 different 3D short animation to be played in AR system

making photos from the app with 3D objects and sharing 
it on social media

Build a cloud platform

Build Ethereum Token support

7 mini AR games

30 different 3D short animation to be played in AR system

a system of collecting rewards after winning AR game

Simple creator for the AR experience based on basic models

ln-app purchases system

After pre-lCO phase when reach soft cap

After pre-lCO phase when reach soft cap
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75 mini AR games.

50 high quality, unique experiences.

200 different objects which can be used in creating the AR experience.

An API Google plug in which places the AR experience in actual area in real world.

A push notification system which triggers when the user is inside the AR area.

A system of collecting and showing the high scores of every user who played each game.

A tool for creating portals-360 degree panoramas.

A demo of the platform which enables pay for having their experience in the area.

A system that enables video recording and sharing to any social media.

20 mini AR games.

75 mini multiplayer AR games.

A system that enables video recording and sharing to any social media.

A full system of having experiences in any place in the world -An algorithm that creates different 
kind of areas based on the amount of users and potential business locations.

A full system of registering users and business accounts, connecting payments and buying coins.

An interactive map with all the available AR experiences.

A system of business promotion utility that enables users to first create a full experience and 
then choose the way and the place they want to promote it based on many factors that they 
choose, which then complies to the amount of coins needed to be spent for the promotion plan.

A multiplayer gaming platform for users. A player vs player system in which users can bet their 
coins and play for it between each other.

A system of rewarding users for their actions in the app.

A tool for creating tournaments and events for businesses and consumer users.

A platform for users to sell their unique experiences created by them. Users can put on auction 
their 3D objects and animations with the determined buy now option or auction option.

An integration with AR glasses/ headsets.

A compatibility with all the mobile devices with AR option.

After ICO when reach soft cap 

After ICO when reach hard cap 
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Denar cloud and blockchain 
Technical description 

We’re building a platform that connects perfectly with the Ethereum Blockchain and are build-

ing our own mining system based on ERC-20 Protocol with some of our custom improvements. 

Aside from the amazing AR technology behind the system, we’re building a strong economy sup-

port to imitate the rules of the cryptocurrency mining. We believe that this will help us to build 

a strong trading need for DAR token together with a large community that will be interesting for 

big brands, which will have to get the coins from proposed sources to build an event!

Business User

DAR coins

Location

Location

Budget

Budget

Type Time

Time

Cryptocurrency
Exchanges

DAR  
Ethereum
Gateway

DAR coins denAR application user

Event X
Created By

Business

Event X
Type:

Business

Business
Discount
Voucher

Event X+2
Type:

Mining

Action:
Attend

the Event

Action:
Gameplay

Event X+1
Created By

Business

Event X+2
Mining Event

Created By
denAR

denAR Payment
Faucet

Ethereum
Blockchain

denAR Mining
Algorythm

Business Event X
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General Description

Denar will adapt and improve Ethereum Blockchain protocols. With use of 

the provided technology we will build a cloud-based platform which will 

be connected with data, saved in the Ethereum Blockchain. We will adapt 

the ERC-20 token standard as our primary cryptocurrency protocol.  The 

Ethereum Blockchain itself has been chosen by the company because of 

the popularity it has gained over the years. Indeed, the Ethereum com-

munity will be a good start for the platform and the increasing number of 

users will allow us to grow without the need to build our own Blockchain.   

Denar Cloud Platform will be responsible for handling all business logic 

events with use of the Ethereum ERC-20 Token. The main element of 

the system will be the list of events that are developed by different 

parties of the ecosystem. 

Events

The events represent a fundament of the system, which can be described 

with different parameters that will build its attractiveness and quality. 

Ethereum Blockchain

Business Event X

Location Budget Type Time

denAR CloudBusiness Users Consumers
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Location

Describe the Location on the map with use of latitude and longitude with 

a specified range described in feet. Location tells us where the event is 

happening and how big is it. It can be attached to a specific location or for 

example a bigger event like a festival.

Examples of Location:

Budget

Describe a set of financial aspects of the Event which is important in the 

case of building a demand and need for the DAR token. 

A pub Location 

A Shopping mall Location

A Glostonbury Festival Location

Placement Fee

 Describe how much Business needs to pay for 

 placing an event

CPA

 Describe the DAR payment for specified actions:

  Attend to a place

  Play a game

  Win a game

  Attend for specific time

 Budget in DAR

  Describe the budget which will be used in the   

  event action

  When budget will be used the event stop working  

  building a demand on the top-up in DAR
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Type

Will describe the type of the Event. Type will be connected with Placement 

Fee and CPA actions charge. There are 3 major types of events:

Time

Time describe the specific time when Event appears on the map. Time 

can be set in the specific timeframe or it can be connected with Location 

opening hours depending on the business. 

Attend a place

 Pay people DAR when they will get to the point and use  

 the application and specific action like “post on facebook”

Gameplay

 Pay people DAR when they will play and win the game,  

 except the DAR tokens business can also build a vochers  

 list in form of QR codes which can be used for discount in  

 the specified location

  The QR code will be saved in the “Rewards” sec 

  tion of the application with specific discount  

  and timeframe.

 

Mining

 Mining is a type used mostly by denar cloud itself. 

 Mining  event is designed to build a community by  

 allowing people to spot places whey they can mine the  

 cryptocurrency by attending a place, making a social post  

 or simply stay there for a specific time.   

 Mining events will be set on the map with use of our  

 algorithm which will be described later
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denAR mobile application – 
A consumer interface

The Denar mobile application is one of the most important parts of the 

ecosystem. As you can see it allows people to find events in the specific 

locations and interact with it in a simple and fun way. Our mobile ap-

plication will use a cloud platform as a data repository of all the events 

happening in the DAR ecosystem. 

The mobile application with be the center place for interaction between 

the data. The cloud platform will provide information about the event 

with all parameters and Denar application will connect the specific data 

with DENAR AR server that handles all the data about the object. The DE-

NAR application will use built-in AR services but will also be able to use 

the DENAR AR server to provide a larger amount of data in the future.

The Denar mobile application will not interact with Blockchain itself. 

With use of the Denar cloud platform it will be able to read Ethereum 

wallets to provide information about current DAR balance and help to 

make in and out payments requests if DARs will be able to transfer after 

a specific date. 

The consumer will be able to observe their Ethereum ERC-20 supported 

wallet and current DAR balance in real time. The Denar cloud platform will 

handle the process of transferring DARs between users of the ecosystem 

directly or through the Events smart contracts.

Ethereum Blockchain

Ethereum 
Wallet

Event Smart
Contract 
Wallets

denAR AR Server

denAR Cloud platform

DAR Transfer for MiningDAR Transfers from
Business Events

Metadata about
events

Reading information
from the wallet

Handing AR services
based on event metadata
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denAR for Business

The Denar cloud platform will allow businesspeople to create Events 

with the parameters described above. Business will use a web-browser 

interface to set Events and handle budgeting. 

The Denar cloud platform will be in control of the process of DAR distri-

bution. Denar would like to work on two types of DAR distribution that 

will be provided by Denar platform, starting from distribution control 

based on the cloud system and finishing on Blockchain based smart 

contract automated distribution. 

Direct  
Event

denAR Events
operational

wallet

Ethereum
Wallet with DAR 

tokens on it

Other DAR 
Tokens
holders

Exchanges

denAR
Faucet

FIAT

Event Trigger

Consumer

DAR Event 
Internal Budger

DAR Transfer

Transfer Request

Add DAR
tokens to

wallet

Add DAR
tokens to
a wallet

DAR Transfer to consumer
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System controlled distribution

System controlled distribution will allow Denar Cloud platform based 

on data provided from mobile application to verify and trigger reward 

payment processes. It will both control the current balance and handle 

all the transfers. 

Business owners when creating an event will have to provide DAR to-

kens to Denar events wallet. When DARs will be provided they will be 

utilized as DAR points. When mobile application will send information 

to a cloud about triggering an event for specific user system will add an 

outgoing transfer to an outgoing transfers list and make an Ethereum 

based transfer of a token. 

To provide the cost-effective service a transfer between our wallets and 

users wallets can be triggered when user reach a specific amount of 

DARs on the account or if system is set to manual payout after trigger-

ing transfer options from the system. 

Every time transfer happens the balance of the DAR points will  

be decresed

Smart contract automated  
decentralized distribution

Direct  
Event

Ethereum based
Dedicated Event
Smark Contract

Ethereum
Wallet with DAR 

tokens on it

Other DAR 
Tokens
holders

Exchanges

denAR
Faucet

FIAT

Event Trigger

Consumer

DAR Transfer

Transfer Request

Add DAR
tokens to

wallet

Add DAR
tokens to
a wallet

DAR Transfer to consumer
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The Denar platform will work on providing a full Blockchain based solu-

tion to handle the process of DAR distribution. To do that we will work 

on providing dedicated smart contracts for every event created in the 

system. Events smart contracts will handle the process of DAR transfer 

between business and consumer without the need for using the inter-

nal Denar Events wallet. 

Decentralized distribution contract will be able not only to handle 

transfers, but also save all the information about the event history in 

the Blockchain, making it decentralized and transparent for every user 

of our improved Blockchain solution. 

The platform will allow business owners to build specified reports 

about the usage of an events with use of the metadata provided for 

application users. 

DenAr Mining system

To help build a community we designed an internal Denar mining system. 

The Denar mining system will generate events that are placed in ran-

dom locations that can be visited by the Denar community. By visiting  

a Denar Lantern user will receive DAR tokens from a reserved pool  

of tokens.

Denar Lanterns will be created based on our algorithm which:

Using those parameters the Denar algorithm will define the best pos-

sible locations to build lanterns and attract people to come over. Lan-

terns will be designed to be provided to a limited number of people. 

After reaching the limit they will disappear.

Every lantern will have a DAR value, which will not be provided to a user 

unless they attend the event. To make the gamification process smart-

er we will provide a rank of the Lantern:

Define the density of the Denar community users in the specific location

Define the activity of the Denar users in the specific location

Define the quality of the users based on their experience

Bronze, Silver, Gold 
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Bigger rank, bigger reward. We will adapt the rank to our algorithm 

which will make the appearance effect on the Lanterns system. The 

Denar mining system based on the Lanterns will allow users to get DAR 

tokens for actions they will provide. Those actions will also be connect-

ed with a marketing effect. 

Denar Lanterns will reward users for attending and finding the location 

and capturing the AR event. Denar will also add an extra reward for so-

cial activity, for example a post on Facebook from the application. This 

will also have a marketing impact on information about our technology.  

We want to make our mining system similar to the Blockchain mining 

system. In general, it’s connected with computing power and the re-

sources needed to make mathematical calculations. In simple words, 

the more coins are mined, the harder it is to get new ones. 

Denar Lanterns will use a provided pull of tokens which will have an 

end. To make it interesting and to provide the same rules as the Block-

chain mining systems we will use an algorithm which will decrease the 

rewards according to current Rewards Pull usage. 

The more DARs mined by users, the lower amount they will deliver at 

the end of the day. To do that we will use an algorithm which uses a 

reversed Fibonacci sequence in specified pools.
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DenAR Token 
Economy Description
DenAR Ecosystem

We can divide the Denar ecosystem users into two parts. One part uses 

a Denar product which is a Denar platform and the second provides  

a platform fuel which is a DAR token

We build a strong connection between Denar platform users and initial 

DAR token holders which will help us to build a strong utilization strategy.

Consumer

 

 A user of a mobile application 

Business

 

 A company that wants to run an AR campaign 

DAR Holders:

 

 ICO Participants
 All people that buy tokens in the initial coin offering

 

 Founder
 Initial founders of the denar

 

 Advisors
 People who helped us succeed

denAR Platform

Consumer Business

ICO
participants Founders Advisors

DAR
Tokens  
Holders
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Token utilization strategy

Token will be utilized in an application. Every event created within 

our platform will need a DAR token to operate. People will be able to  

acquire tokens:

The platform will build a strong demand for DAR tokens. Denar will pro-

vide a faucet which will allow people to buy DAR from our limited pool 

for money. The price of the tokens with use of our faucet will be set 

to $3 per token, which will have a positive impact on the trading value. 

The price of the token on the faucet will be controlled and adjusted to 

an exchange price when market capitalization will reach a trading value 

of 1mln USD per day. The prices will also be set at a higher level than 

market price to stimulate trading opportunities and to make the DAR 

token cryptocurrency stronger. 

Denar faucet payments will be accepted only for reserved pool of to-

kens and all resources will be pulled into development of the product. 

By releasing the tokens we are also releasing them to DAR tokens users 

where they will be distributed. 

When reaching a moment of selling all the tokens from the pull  

Denar platform will use a buy-out system and buy tokens from the mar-

ket to provide this option for business clients if necessary (of course 

with increased price). The buy-out options will be directly connected 

with exchanges. This will also give additional selling channel for DAR  

token adopters.

From other token holders

From exchanges

From DENAR faucet from FIAT payments 
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Token construction

DAR token contract will be available for public review on our GitHub. 

In this paragraph we would like to provide some information about  

a specific token construction. 

Token contract  wi l l  be created using a  ERC-20 Protocol  in  the  

Ethereum Network.

Token Total Supply:

 

 Token will have hard-coded total supply set to   

 100 000 000 DAR

 Token total supply can be decreased when not reaching  

 a hard-cap in the ICO

Token Transfers:

 

 Token transfer will be controlled until the token will be  

 release on one of the major exchanges. 

 Token transfer is disabled for transfer until that date  

 because of the regulation main exchanges need to   

 make it tradable (we want our token to be tradable at  

 major exchanges)

 Tokens will be allowed for transfer for utilization purpose.  

 All tokens can be utilized in an application even if trans- 

 fer will be locked

Token Whitelisting:

 

 Token holder are able to hold the tokens on their wallet

 Token may be a subject to transfer lockup where  

 not  whitelisted

 The whitelisting will be set when holder will go through  

 a KYC/AML verification process
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Token Lock-up

 

 The founders tokens will be locked until …….

 The advisors tokens will be locked until ….

Minting options

 

 The mint option will be only available during the ICO process

 Minting will be disabled permamently after ICO

Tokens  contracts  wi l l  be s igned with our dedicated wal let  that 

can be trackable using that  address:  _____________________

Token allocation:

Denar token wi l l  operate with a  total  supply  level  of  1  000 000 000 

DAR coins.  The in i t ia l  a l locat ion of  the token wi l l  be set  as  the 

fol lowing model :

Initial DAR allocation

Name

Founders & Shareholders 120 000 00012,00%

3,00%

10,00%

1,00%

4,00%

60,00%

10,00%

100,00%

Development Team 30 000 000

Advisors 100 000 000

Airdrop 10 000 000

Bounty 40 000 000

ICO 600 000 000

Reserve 100 000 000

Total 1 000 000 000

Percent Number
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The Pool  wi l l  be div ided to founders and shareholders of  the 

company.  Al l  tokens wi l l  be locked unt i l  the product  del ivery. 

The Pool  wi l l  be div ided to a l l  development team members re-

sponsible  for  bui ld ing the appl icat ion.  Al l  tokens wi l l  be locked 

unt i l  the product  del ivery.

The Pool  wi l l  be div ided to a l l  advisors  responsible  for  success 

of  the Denar ICO.

The Pool  wi l l  be used to support  the ICO community  bui ld ing 

process as  fo l lows:

Founder & Shareholders

Development Team

Advisors

Airdrop & Bounty

Rewards for direct marketing

Social media activity    

Name

Name

Static link submission

Facebook post

Facebook comment

Twitter follow

Unique link clicked from submitted source

Facebook share

Facebook follow

DAR Reward

DAR Reward

80,0000

1 200,0000

8,0000

8,0000

0,1600

8,0000

8,0000

Number of Rewards

Number of Rewards

5 000,0000

1 000,0000

50 000,0000

100 000,0000

5 000 000,0000

50 000,0000

100 000,0000
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Forum activities

Blogging and media activity

Tweet

YouTube video

Telegram explanation

Slack Explanation

Instagram post

YouTube like

800,0000

2 400,0000

100,0000

100,0000

80,0000

0,8000

2 500,0000

500,0000

1 000,0000

1 000,0000

5 000,0000

500 000,0000

Name

Name

Threat submission and answer 2 answers

Footer change and keep it for 3 months

Comment on a subject

DAR Reward

DAR Reward

400,0000

80,0000

20,0000

Number of Rewards

Number of Rewards

1 000,0000

5 000,0000

10 000,0000

Unique article in English on a blog

Unique article in English on medium

Publication of a provided Press Release in  
Unique media

Unique article in Foreign Language on a blog

Unique article in Foreign language on medium

400,0000

400,0000

Name

Name

Name

1 000,0000

1 000,0000

5 000,0000

1 000,0000

1 000,0000
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This  Pool  wi l l  be kept  by the company as a  reserve and i f  neces-

sary used for  the success of  the campaign.

Reserves

Special activities    

ICO

Initial coin offering of the DAR token is designed to build an ecosys-

tem, giving benefits of the growing token value for token buyers. 

In the pre-sale stage we want to acquire institutional and private  

investors that will help us to build a successful ICO campaign. 

pre-Sale Private Sale structure 
  

Stage 1: pre-Sale

Name DAR Reward Number of Rewards

Taking a friend to a pub and discussing 
TokensGate ICO

Translate all materials to non-provided language

400,0000

8 000,0000

1 000,0000

50,0000

Token Supply

Type of Sales

100 000 000 DAR

Private Whitelisting
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pre-ICO Public Sale Structure 
  
  

Stage 2: pre-ICO

In  the pre- ICO we would l ike to gain capita l  for  bui ld ing our  

system demo and working beta, to expand it with resources of an  

ICO campaign.

Start Date

Token Supply

Maximum Amount to raise in ETH

End Date

Type of Sales

Number of DAR for 1 ETH

Soft Cap:

Hard Cap:

Amount raised in pre-ICO 3 300 000

Soft Cap funds 1 375 000

Hard Cap funds 1 925 000

to be announced

180 000 000

6 000

to be announced

Public pre-ICO

30 000

2 500

1 375 000

6 000

3 300 000

USD

USD

USD

DAR

ETH

DAR

ETH

ETH

USD

USD
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pre-ICO - Soft CAP
  

pre-ICO Hard CAP
  

Name

Name

%

%

USD

USD

ETH

ETH

BTC

BTC

Development plan A

Development plan A++

Marketing costs

Marketing costs

Maintenance costs

Maintenance costs

Cost of Administration

Cost of Administration

Other costs

Other costs

Reserves

Reserves

Total

Total

50,00%

40,00%

37,00%

47,00%

1,00%

1,00%

10,00%

10,00%

1,00%

1,00%

1,00%

1,00%

100,00%

100,00%

687 500

770 000

508 750

904 750

13 750

19 250

137 500

192 500

13 750

19 250

13 750

19 250

1 375 000

1 925 000

1 250

1 400

925

1 645

25

35

250

350

25

35

25

35

2 500

3 500

85,9375

96,25

63,59375

113,09375

1,71875

2,40625

17,1875

2,40625

17,1875

2,40625

17,1875

2,40625

172

241
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ICO Public Sale Structure

Stage 2: ICO

We want to bui ld  an operat ional  system in the range of  12 

months after  ra is ing funds from an ICO campaign.

Start Date

End Date

Token Supply

Type of Sales

Maximum Amount to raise in ETH

Number of DAR for 1 ETH

Soft Cap:

Hard Cap:

to be announced

to be announced

320 000 000

Public ICO

80 000

4 000

40 000

22 000 000

80 000

44 000 000

DAR

ETH

DAR

ETH

ETH

USD

USD

Amount raised in ICO 44 000 000

Soft Cap funds 22 000 000

Hard Cap funds 22 000 000

USD

USD

USD
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ICO - Soft CAP 

ICO - Hard Cap  

Name

Name

%

%

USD

USD

ETH

ETH

BTC

BTC

Development plan B

Marketing costs

Maintenance costs

Cost of Administration

Other costs

Reserves

Total

Development plan B++

Marketing costs

Maintenance costs

Cost of Administration

Other costs

Reserves

Total

40,00%

45,00%

2,00%

10,00%

2,00%

1,00%

100,00%

40,00%

45,00%

1,00%

10,00%

2,00%

2,00%

100,00%

8 800 000

9 900 000

440 000

2 200 000

440 000

220 000

22 000 000

8 800 000

9 900 000

220 000

2 200 000

440 000

440 000

22 000 000

16 000

18 000

800

4 000

800

400

40 000

16 000

18 000

400

4 000

800

800

40 000

1100

1237,5

55

275

55

27,5

2 750

1100

1237,5

27,5

275

55

55

2 750
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KYC/AML

Denar adopts the Ethereum Blockchain and ERC-20 token protocols 

standards to build a utility token. Its main purpose is the utilization 

inside the application and internal ecosystem. We want our coin to 

be tradable on major exchanges to provide the best possible trading 

option to all adopters and our ecosystem.

That’s why all adopters of the token will have to go through a whitelis-

ting process better known as Known Your Customer and Anti Money 

Laundering checking. 

To be able to invest in the Denar campaign you will have to register 

your personal details within the system and accept our token sale 

terms and conditions. The KYC process will be provided within the 

Denar ICO system.

Limitation and Token trading protocols

According to our Token Terms and Conditions the token will be sold to 

legal entities eligible to buy it in the law jurisdiction they operate. If 

it’s legal from your side you can buy it. To keep the best standards of 

the sale we prohibit sale of the token to citizens of the United States 

of America and China. 

All tokens will also have a transfer lockup until the day we release it on 

the major exchanges or inside the Denar system. We do that to keep 

the ICO process together with exchanges on-boarding quick and easy. 

Quality is our goal.
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Risks Factors.
An acquisition of the DAR tokens involves a high degree of risk. Each potential purchaser of the DAR tokens 
should carefully consider the following information about these risks before he decides to buy the DAR 
tokens. If any of the following risks actually occurs, the DAR platform and the value of the DAR tokens could 
be materially adversely affected. Risks and uncertainties described below in this White Paper may not be 
the only ones token holders face. Additional risks and uncertainties may also materially adversely affect 
on the DAR platform or the value of the DAR tokens Lack of Development of Market for DAR tokens. 
Because there has been no prior public trading market for the DAR tokens, the sale of the DAR tokens de-
scribed in this White Paper may not result in an active or liquid market for the DAR tokens, and their price 
may be highly volatile. Although applications have been made to the cryptographic tokenexchanges for 
the DAR tokens to be admitted to trading, an active public market may not develop or be sustained after 
the DAR token sale. If a liquid trading market for the DAR tokens does not develop, the price of the DAR 
tokens may become more volatile and token holder may be unable to sell or otherwise transact in the 
DAR tokens at any time. Risks Relating to Highly Speculative Traded Price. The valuation of digital to-
kens in a secondary market is usually not transparent, and highly speculative. The DAR tokens do not hold 
any ownership rights to Company’s assets and, therefore, are not backed by any tangible asset. Traded 
price of the DAR tokens can fluctuate greatly within a short period of time. There is a high risk that a token 
holder could lose his/her entire contribution amount. In the worst-case scenario, the DAR tokens could be 
rendered worthless.

DAR Tokens May Have No Value. The DAR tokens may have no value and there is no guarantee or represen-
tation of liquidity for the DAR tokens. Company Parties are not and shall not be responsible for or liable for the 
market value of the DAR tokens, the transferability and/or liquidity of the DAR tokens and/or the availability 
of any market for the DAR tokens through third parties or otherwise. For the purposes of this Section of the 
White Paper, the term “Company Parties” shall include Company and its respective past, present and future 
employees, officers, directors, contractors, consultants, attorneys, accountants, financial advisors, equity 
holders, suppliers, vendors, service providers, parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, agents, representa-
tives, predecessors, successors and assigns. DAR Tokens May Be Non-Refundable. Except for as provided in  
a legally binding documentation or prescribed by the applicable legislation, Company Parties are not 
obliged to provide the DAR token holders with a refund related to the DAR tokens. No promises of future 
performance or price are or will be made in respect to the DAR tokens, including no promise of inherent 
value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that the Tokens will hold any particular value. 
Therefore, the recovery of spent resources may be impossible or may be subject to foreign laws or regula-
tions, which may not be the same as the private law of the DAR token holder.

Blockchain Delay Risk. On the most blockchain DAR used for cryptocurrencies’ transactions (e.g., Ethere-
um), timing of block production is determined by proof of work so block production can occur at random 
times. For example, the cryptocurrency sent as a payment for the DAR tokens in the final seconds of the 
DAR token sale 43 may not get included into that period. The respective blockchain may not include the 
purchaser’s transaction at the time the purchaser expects and the payment for the DAR tokens may reach 
the intended wallet address not in the same day the purchaser sends the cryptocurrency. Blockchain 
Congestion Risk. The most blockchains used for cryptocurrencies’ transactions (e.g., Ethereum) are prone 
to periodic congestion during which transactions can be delayed or lost. Individuals may also intentionally 
spam the network in an attempt to gain an advantage in purchasing cryptographic tokens. That may result 
in a situation where block producers may not include the purchaser’s transaction when the purchaser 
wants or the purchaser’s transaction may not be included at all.

Risk of Software Weaknesses. The token smart contract concept, the underlying software ap-
plication and software platform (i.e. the Ethereum) are still in an early development stage and 
unproven. There are no representations and warranties that the process for creating the DAR to-
kens will be uninterrupted or error-free. There is an inherent risk that the software could contain 
weaknesses, vulnerabilities or bugs causing, inter alia, the complete loss of the cryptocurrency 
and/or the DAR tokens.
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Risk of New Technology. The DAR platform, the DAR tokens and all of the matters set forth in this 
White Paper are new and untested. The DAR platform and the DAR tokens might not be capable 
of completion, creation, implementation or adoption. It is possible that no blockchain utilizing 
the DAR platform will be ever launched. Purchaser of the DAR tokens should not rely on the DAR 
platform, the token smart contract or the ability to receive the DAR tokens associated with the 
DAR platform in the future. Even if the DAR platform is completed, implemented and adopted, it 
might not function as in intended, and any DAR tokens may not have functionality that is desirable 
or valuable. Also, technology is changing rapidly, so the DAR platform and the DAR tokens may 
become outdated. Risk of Loss of Private Keys. The DAR tokens may be held by token holder in 
his digital wallet or vault, which requires a private key, or a combination of private keys, for access. 
Accordingly, loss of requisite private keys associated with such token holder’s digital wallet or 
vault storing the DAR tokens will result in loss of such DAR tokens, access to token holder’s token 
balance and/or any initial balances in blockchains created by third parties. Moreover, any third 
party that gaDAR access to such private keys, including by gaining access to login credentials of  
a hosted wallet or vault service the token holder uses, may be able to misappropriate the token 
holder’s DAR tokens.

Lack of Token Security. The DAR tokens may be subject to expropriation and or/theft. Hackers or 
other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with the token smart contract 
which creates the DAR tokens or the DAR tokens in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, 
malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and 
spoofing. Furthermore, because the Ethereum platform rests on open source software, there is 
the risk that Ethereum smart contracts may contain intentional or unintentional bugs or weak-
nesses which may negatively affect the DAR tokens or result in the loss of DAR tokens, the loss of 
ability to access or control the DAR tokens. In the event of such a software bug or weakness, there 
may be no remedy and holders of the DAR tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund or com-
pensation. Attacks on Token Smart Contract. The blockchain used for the token smart contract 
which creates the DAR tokens is susceptible to mining attacks, including double-spend attacks, ma-
jority mining power attacks, “selfish-mining” attacks, and race condition attacks. Any successful at-
tacks present a risk to the token smart contract, expected proper execution and sequencing of the 
DAR token transactions, and expected proper execution and sequencing of contract computations.

Failure to Map a Public Key to Purchaser’s Account. Failure of a purchaser of the DAR tokens to 
map a public key to such purchaser’s account may result in third parties being unable to recognize 
purchaser’s DAR token balance on the Ethereum blockchain when and if they configure the initial
balances of a new blockchain based upon the DAR platform. Risk of Incompatible Wallet Service. 
The wallet or wallet service provider used for the acquisition and storage of the DAR tokens, has to 
be technically compatible with the DAR tokens. The failure to assure this may have the result that
purchaser of the DAR tokens will not gain access to his DAR tokens.

Risk Related to Reliance on Third Parties. Even if completed, the DAR platform will rely, in whole 
or partly, on third parties to adopt and implement it and to continue to develop, supply, and oth-
erwise support it. There is no assurance or guarantee that those third parties will complete their 
work, properly carry out their obligations, or otherwise meet anyone’s needs, all of might have a 
material adverse effect on the DAR platform. Dependence of DAR Platform on Various Factors. 
The development of the DAR Platform may be abandoned for a number of reasons, including lack 
of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of commercial success or prospects, or departure 
of key personnel.

Lack of Interest to the DAR Platform. Even if the DAR platform is finished and adopted and launched, the 
ongoing success of the DAR platform relies on the interest and participation of third parties like developers. 
There can be no assurance or guarantee that there will be sufficient interest or participation in the DAR 
platform. Changes to the DAR Platform. The DAR platform is still under development and may undergo 
significant changes over time. Although the project management team intends for the DAR platform to 
have the features and specifications set forth in this White Paper, changes to such features and specifi-
cations can be made for any number of reasons, any of which may mean that the DAR platform does not 
meet expectations of holder of the DAR tokens.
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Risk Associated with Other Applications. The DAR platform may give rise to other, alternative proj-
ects, promoted by unaffiliated third parties, under which the DAR token will have no value. Risk of an 
Unfavorable Fluctuation of Cryptocurrency Value. The proceeds of the sale of the DAR tokens will 
be denominated in cryptocurrency, and may be converted into other cryptographic and fiat currencies. 
If the value of cryptocurrencies fluctuates unfavorably during or after the DAR token sale, the project 
management team may not be able to fund development, or may not be able to develop or maintain 
the DAR platform in the manner that it intended.

Risk of Conflicts of Interest. Company Parties may be engaged in transactions with related parties, 
including respective majority shareholder, companies controlled by him or in which he owns an in-
terest, and other affiliates, and may continue to do so in the future. Conflicts of interest may arise 
between any Company Party’s affiliates and respective Company Party, potentially resulting in the 
conclusion of transactions on terms not determined by market forces.

Risks Related to Invalidation of Company Parties Transactions. Company Parties have taken  
a variety of actions relating to their business that, if successfully challenged for not complying with 
applicable legal requirements, could be invalidated or could result in the imposition of liabilities on 
respective Company Party. Since applicable legislation may subject to many different interpretations, 
respective Company Party may not be able to successfully defend any 45 challenge brought against 
such transactions, and the invalidation of any such transactions or imposition of any such liability may, 
individually or in the aggregate, have a material adverse effect on the DAR platform.

Risk Arising from Emerging Markets. Company Parties or some of them may operate on emerging 
markets. Emerging markets are subject to greater risks than more developed markets, including signif-
icant legal, economic and political risks. Emerging economies are subject to rapid change and that the 
information set out in this White Paper may become outdated relatively quickly.

Failure to Obtain, Maintain or Renew Licenses and Permits. Although as of the date of starting of 
the DAR token sale there are no statutory requirements obliging Company to receive any licenses and 
permits necessary for carrying out of its activity, there is the risk that such statutory requirements 
may be adopted in the future and may relate to any of Company Parties. In this case, Company Parties’ 
business will depend on the continuing validity of such licenses and permits and its compliance with 
their terms. Regulatory authorities will exercise considerable discretion in the timing of license issu-
ance and renewal and the monitoring of licensees’ compliance with license terms. Requirements which 
may be imposed by these authorities and which may require any of Company Party to comply with 
numerous standards, recruit qualified personnel, maintain necessary technical equipment and quality 
control systems, monitor our operations, maintain appropriate filings and, upon request, submit ap-
propriate information to the licensing authorities, may be costly and time-consuming and may result 
in delays in the commencement or continuation of operation of the DAR platform. Further, private 
individuals and the public at large possess rights to comment on and otherwise engage in the licensing 
process, including through intervention in courts and political pressure. Accordingly, the licenses any 
Company Party may need may not be issued or renewed, or if issued or renewed, may not be issued 
or renewed in a timely fashion, or may involve requirements which restrict any Company Party’s ability 
to conduct its operations or to do so profitably.

Risk of Government Action. The industry in which Company Parties operate is new, and may be sub-
ject to heightened oversight and scrutiny, including investigations or enforcement actions. There can 
be no assurance that governmental authorities will not examine the operations of Company Parties 
and/or pursue enforcement actions against them. All of this may subject Company Parties to judg-
ments, settlements, fines or penalties, or cause Company Parties to restructure their operations and 
activities or to cease offering certain products or services, all of which could harm Company Parties’ 
reputation or lead to higher operational costs, which may in turn have a material adverse effect on the 
DAR tokens and/or the development of the DAR platform.

Risk of Burdensomeness of Applicable Laws, Regulations and Standards. Failure to comply with 
existing laws and regulations or the findings of government Inspections, or increased governmental 
regulation of Company Parties operations, could result in substantial additional compliance costs or
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various sanctions, which could materially adversely affect Company Parties business and the DAR plat-
form. Company Parties operations and properties are subject to regulation by various government 
entities and agencies, in connection with ongoing compliance with existing laws, regulations and stan-
dards. Regulatory authorities exercise considerable discretion in matters of enforcement and inter-
pretation of applicable laws, regulations and standards. Respective authorities have the right to, and 
frequently do, 46 conduct periodic Inspections of any Company Party’s operations and properties 
throughout the year. Any such future Inspections may conclude that any Company Party has violated 
laws, decrees or regulations, and it may be unable to refute such conclusions or remedy the violations. 
Any Company Party’s failure to comply with existing laws and regulations or the findings of govern-
ment Inspections may result in the imposition of fines or penalties or more severe sanctions or in 
requirements that respective Company Party cease certain of its business activities, or in criminal and 
administrative penalties applicable to respective officers. Any such decisions, requirements or sanc-
tions, or any increase in governmental regulation of respective operations, could increase Company 
Parties’ costs and materially adversely affect Company Parties business and the DAR platform. Unlaw-
ful or Arbitrary Government Action. Governmental authorities may have a high degree of discretion 
and, at times, act selectively or arbitrarily, without hearing or prior notice, and sometimes in a manner 
that is contrary a law or influenced by political or commercial considerations. Moreover, the govern-
ment also has the power in certain circumstances, by regulation or government act, to interfere with 
the performance of, nullify or terminate contracts. Unlawful, selective or arbitrary governmental ac-
tions have reportedly included the denial or withdrawal of licenses, sudden and unexpected tax audits, 
criminal prosecutions and civil actions. Federal and local government entities have also used common 
defects in matters surrounding the Token sale as pretexts for court claims and other demands to in-
validate or to void any related transaction, often for political purposes. In this environment, Company 
Parties’ competitors may receive preferential treatment from the government, potentially giving them 
a competitive advantage over Company Parties.
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